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ABSTRACT 

The knitting technique (KT) (CHA 94a-d, WAN 94a-c) has been 

proved a good approach to synthesize Petri nets (PNs) with the well-be

haved properties such as liveness, boundedness, and reversibility preserved 

automatically. Hence it can relieve the complexity problem of reachability 

analysis of PN as required by many other methods. This work proves that 

the PNs synthesized with KT are structurally bounded. consistent, conser

vative and safe when each home place holds one token using the well-known 

linear algebra approach. It also provides examples and a procedure for find

ing invariants for PN synthesized using KT. These examples also show that 

we can synthesize nets more general than the "assymetric-clwice nets" 

(MUR 89). 

dency analysis; rather, they can be obtained 
1. IXl'RODUCTION 

with reachability analysis. The size of reacha

PNs have been used for modeling and ana- bility graph depends not only by the structure 

concurrent systems (PET 81, MUR 85, of the net, but also by the initial marking. In 

YlUR 89). The net behavior depends not only general, the larger the initial marking (i. e .• 

on the graphical structure, but also on the ini more tokens are involved), tht- 1<l"~2r the 

tial marking of the net. Therefore they cannot reachability graph. It has been shown that the 

be determined by static analysis such as depen- complexity of the reachability analysis of PNs 

The former name of the author was Yuh Yaw. 
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is exponential (LIP 76) . Though such analysis 

methods as reachability graph, reduction 

(BER 85, LEE 85, SIL 85, SUZ 83, VAL 
I 

79) , and linear algebra based methods (SIL 

85, NAR 85) are available, they are of limited 

use due to their limited capacity. Another dis

advantageous fact is that modification and re

analysis may have to be conducted if the analysis 

methods have detected some undesired properties 

such as unboundedness, nonliveness, '-and irre

versibility. Therefore, it is desired to have a 

synthesis approach which can build up a PN 

systematically such that the net has the follow

ing desired logical propertie.<) : boundedness, 

liveness, and reversibility. These properties 

are critical for a system to operate in a stable, 

deadlock-free and cyclic way. 

Since the PN synthesis research started in 

late 70' s, significant results have been devel

oped for special classes of PNs such as marked 

graphs (MUR 77 ,BOa, b,89) , free-choice PNs 

(ESP 90), and safe and live PNs (KRO 86) . 

Two dominant synthesis approaches for general 

of PNs are bottom-up and top-down. 

Bottom-up approaches start with decomposi

tion of systems into subsystems, construct sub

PNs for subsystems, and merge these subnets 

to reach a final PN by sharing places (AGE 

78, NAR 85) , transitions (JEN 91) , and/or 

elementary paths (KRO 86, VAL 90, KOH 

91) or by linking subnets (DAT 86) . Top

down 'approaches begin with a first-level PN 

and refine the net to satisfy system specifica
i tion until a certain level is reached such as re

111 

II finement of transitions and by general 
II !I modules with boundedness and liveness (VAL 

I 

79, SUZ 83, BRA 90) or well-defined modules 

(ZHO 89) . This approach has the advantage of 

reducing the scope of analysis from global to lo

cal. Based on top-down refinement of activities 

and bottom-up modeling of shared resources, 

Zhou et al. (ZHO 91) hav~ formulated a hy

synthesis approach. ·Parallel and sequential 

mutual exclusions are used for resource-sharing 

modeling (ZHO 91-93) and design of first-level 

PNs is also discussed (ZHO 91) . 

However, the existing bottom-up ap

proaches suffer from the difficulty to analyze 

the global system properties although such use

mtormatIon as invariants of PN 

can be derived from those of its subnets. In the 

top-down approaches, is no easy way to 

validate all general modules and their design is 

still a problem given the system specification. 

In the hybrid approach (ZHO 92) the valida

tion for mutual exclusions can be a formidable 

task for large systems. On the other 

many reduction rules (BER 85, LEE 85, SIL 

85) are very much powerful in reducing PNs. 

Nevertheless., they are often difficult to be ap

plied to synthesis directly. All these difficulties 

and problems motivate us to devise some sim

ple yet effective rules which can guide the syn

of PNs with desired propertie.<). 

This rule-based approach expands the net 

in a structural fashion based on a set of rules. 

While it takes exponential time complexity to 

deterrfline marking propertie.<); it takes polyno

mial time to determine structural properties 

such as structural liveness (SL) and bounded

ness (SB). Existing such approaches are re

viewed as follows. 

-.....l......... ~....-.~
1 .....-__________ 
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Peer entity generation (RAM 85) is used 

to create automatically a PN of the peer entity! 

in a two-party protocol. The approach designs 

party (called local entity in (RAM 85) 

, verifies its correctness, then applies a set 

of well-designed transformation rules to gener

ate the corresponding peer entity. If the given 

entity model possesses certain desirable proper

ties. the generated protocol is guaranteed to be 

correct. Further, Ramamoorthy and Yaw 

(RAM 86b, 86c , YAW 87) extended this ap

proach to synthesize Error-Recovery Protocols 

(ERPs) given a local entity operating in a 

nOlseliCSS environment based on a set of trans

formation rules. The resulting protocol is both 

logically correct and able to handle noisy links 

where messages can be lost, corrupted, or du-

The KT (YAW 87, CHA 94a-d, WAN 

94a-cJ is a rule-based interactive approach. It 

tackles the synthesis problem from a different 

perspective. It aims to find the fundamental 

constructions to build any PN. There are two 

advantages of KT:(l) reduction of the complex

ity of synthe.."Iis as an interactive tool, and (2) 

providing knowledge of which construction 

building which class of nets. It therefore opens 
I 

novel avenue to the PN analysis. 

Rather than refining transitions, KT gen

erates new paths upon a PN, to produce a larg

er P)J'. The new generations are performed in 

a fashion that all reachable markings in 

remain unaffected in PN'; hence all transi

tions and places in PN stay live and bounded 

respectively. PN' is live and bounded by mak

ing the subnet of the new paths live and bound

ed. This notion is novel compared with other 

approaches and could synthesize more general 

PN than others. 

Using KT, designers start with a basic 

proce.."IS which is modeled by a set of closed-loop 

sequentially-connected places and transitions 

with a so-called home-place marked with a cer

tain number of tokens. The tokens may repre

sent the number of raw materials which can be 

present in a system each time. Then parallel, 

alternative, and exclusive processes or opera

tions are added according to the system specifi

cation. Closed loops for the operations are 

added according to the resources required by 

the operations involved. Since expansions are 

conducted among nodes (either transitions or 

places) in a global way, the knitting technique 

is so called. This approach is easy to use due to 

the simple rules, and leads to a final net which 

is bounded, live, conservative, consis tent, and 

reversible. The other advantage is that the ap

proach is easily adapted to computer implemen

tation to perform the synthesis of PNs in a 

user-friendly fashion (Yaw 89) . 

In this technique, Temporal Matrix (T

Matrix) is used to record structural relation

ships (concurrent, exclusive, serial, ...... etc. ) 

among processes and, upon a new generation, 

to detect rule violations. An algorithm was de

veloped ( CRA 94d) to detect rule violations 

liiio......

In OSI [Open Systems Interconnect] protocol, an entity is an active element of each layer. 
1 
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update the T-matrix with polynomial time 

complexity (since only structural information is 

needed). We have implemented this algorithm 

(CHA 94c) in an X-Window/Motif environ

ment. It can synthesize protocols among multi

ple parties and has been applied to the synthe

sis of communication protocols (Yaw 87) and 

automated manufacturing systems (CHA 94a). 

In (CHA 94b) , we have extended rules 

to synthesize General Petri Nets (GPNs) 

whose arcs have multiple weights. KT can syn

the..,ize nets more general than /ree-choice 2 

(FC), extended /ree-choice 3(EFC) and as sy

metric-choice nets4 (AC) (MUR 89, CHA 94d) . 

FC(EFC) is a subset of EFC(AC) . See Sec

tion 4. 

Other contributions in this direction are as 

follows. Esparza & Silva (ESP 90) proposed 

two rule.., to synthesize live and bounded free

choice PNs.·' Their TT- and PP-handles are 

similar to the TT- and PP-paths in (YAW 87) . 

Similar to (YAW 87) and rephrased in another 

way, they also showed that circuits without 

TP and PT handles have good structure prop

ertie..,. However, they do not explicitly apply 

them to synthesis. Rule RFI refines a 

macroplace by a state machine and RF2 adds 

an marking structurally, implicit place (MSIP) 

to a free-choice net. Although they add the 

RF3 rule to synthesize EFC nets, they cannot 

synthesize ACs. Datta & Giosh (DA T 84) 

so proposed two rules that are similar to OUr 

TT and PP rules. Instead of using aT-Matrix. 

they use the labeling rules to guide the aug

mentation. One can show that the synthesized 

nets are free-choice nets. These two techniques 

do not have explicit algo;rith~s and the associ

ated complexity. Chen, Tsai, and Chao (CHE 

93) proposed a synthesis procedure to compose 

two modules with two TT paths. An algo

rithm to find T -invariants and its complexity 

were presented. All three techniques do not al

low PT and TP generations such as those in 

TT.4 and PP.2 (Section 3). 

For the rest of this paper, we deal with 

ordinary PNs (OPN) , where each arc carries a 

unit weight. This work proves that the syn

thesized PNs are structurally bounded, consis

tent, conservative and safe (when each home 

place holds one token) using the well-known 

linear algebra approach. It also describes a pro

cedure finding invariants of a synthesized 

PN. 

Section 2 presents the preliminaries. Sec

tion 3 introduces the synthesis rules. Examples 

and the procedure for finding the P-invariants 

are provided in Section 4. Section 5 presents 

the proofs. Section 6 concludes this work. 

2.PRELIMINARIES 

To save space, we assume the readers are 

familiar with' various terminologies of PNs; 

2 V pEP, Ip. I<1 or • (p • ) 

3 VPI ,{}L, E P ,PI • nPz • FO=>Pl· Pz • • 

4 V P],{}L, E P ,PI • • #O=>PI • • or PI • ~Pz • • 

Iii 
I 
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references for which can be found in (REI 85. 

BRA 85, MUR 89, PET 81) . A brief review 

is presented below for better understanding of 

paper. Let R (N, M) denote the set of 

markings reachable from M. A 

marked PN is re'l£rswle if and only if Mo E R 

(N.M), VMER (N,Mo). Most concurrent 

systems are designed to achieve cyclic behavior 

so that its PN model should be reversible, 

i. e., its initial marking should be recovered 

from any other marking. We call the period 

from the initial marking to other markings and 

back to the initial marking for the first time an 

iteration. Note that the corresponding firing 

sequence may not include all transitions in the 

PN. If there exists a firing sequence such that 

the initial marking can be recovered, and this 

firing sequence contains every transition, the 

PN is said to be consistent. 

Theorem 2.1 (MUR 89) :A PN is structural

ly bounded if and only if there exists an integer 

vector y > 0 (i.e., each component 

of the vector y is greater than zero), such that 

Ay<O, where A is the incidence matrix. 

An integer y vector is called a P-invari

ant if Ay =0 (MUR 89) . The set of places p 

such that yep) >0 for P-invariant is called the 

support of the P-invariant and is denoted as II 
y II . A minimum support is a support such 

none of its proper subsets is a support. 

that if Ay<O in the above theorem is re

placed by Ay 0, then. using Theorem 30 in 

Theorem 2.2 (MUR 89) : A PN is consistent 

if and only if there exists a positive integer vec

tor x > 0 such that AT x =0, where AT is the 

transpose of A. 

An integer x vector is called a T-invari

ant if AT x = 0 (MUR 89) . Let Z be a set of 

places, let Yi be the i-th component of the y 

vector stated in Theorem 2. 1, for the rest of 

this paper), and let Y (Z) = . Since each 

row of A corresponds to a transition,Ay 

can be characterized by the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1: V OPN, Ay 0 iff V t E T, 

Y(· t»Y(t • ) 
The above condition is defined as the T

condition. Let t be enabled in the initial mark

ing of a PN and Ph an input place of t. This Ph 
(P1 in Fig. 1) is defined as a home place. A 

pseudo process (PSP) in a PN is a directed ele

mentary path where the indegree and outde-

PIG 

~t~'~ 

I P2Q 


t~. tLf- (y=5) 

P30
1 13 ~. (y=5) 

l:r 

89) ,the net is conservative if MT y 

Fig. 1. An example of a basic process. 
M;~yisaconstant V MeR(N,Mo). 

~ 
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gree of any node (transition or place) inside 

the path are one except for its two tenninal 

points and a PSP cannot be a proper subset of 

any other PSP. A PSP is a directed path con

taining two tenninal nodes; the starting node 

is defined as the generation point and the end 

node as the joint. In Fig. 2, (t1 P2 t2 P3 t3) 

is a PSP whose generation point and joint are 

t1 and t3 respectively. A virtual PSP(VP) is a 

two-node PSP containing only the generation 

point and the joint ( (P6 t3') in Fig. 5(h). 

Structural relationships between PSPs x 

and y within an iteration is the first one of the 

following definitions that the two PSPs 

satisfy; 

1) x II y (x is concurrent to y) if there exists 

two paths (e.g. , (tl P5 t3) and (tl P2 t2 P3 

t3)in Fig.' 2(a) containing x and y respectively 

which do not share common PSPs, but share the 

same starting transition (e.g., tl Fig. 2(a». 

2) x I y(x is exclusive to y)if the above paths 

P5(y=2) 

t4 

Fig. 2(a). IT.t rule. [tt P513) is a pure forward IT generation. 

Fig. 2. An example ofthe TT.] and TT.2 Rules. 

(e.g., (P2 tg P5 tj) and~ (P2 t2 P3 t3 P4) in 

Fig. 3) share the same starting place (P2 in 

Fig. 3). 

3) x 0 y (x is cyclic to y) if x and y (e.g. , (tl 

P2 t2 P3 t3) and (t3 P6 tl)in Fig. 2(b» are in 

an elementary circuit which does not include 

the home place. (An eltm~ntary circuit is a 

circuit which does not contain other circuits.) 

4) x-iy (x is sequential earlier to y) or y(--x 

(y is sequential later to x) if '3 a path from x 

to y which does not include the home place 

(e. g. , (tlP6t2') (t2'P3't3') inFig. 4(a). 

It is easy to see that if we execute a safe 

PN involving x, then x ~ y implies x is exe

cuted earlier than the other, x I y implies 

that there is no need to execute y to complete 

one iteration, and x II y implies that both of 

them need to be executed to complete one iter

ation. Intuitively, two PSPs are sequential to 

each other if they are subject to an intra-itera

tion precedence relationship; i. e., if both are 

executed in one iteration , then one is executed 

• ,P6(y=2) 

FIg.2(b) IT.2 rule. [13 P6 ttl is bllckword generation IT. 
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earlier than the other. They are concurrent to 


each other if they can proceed in parallel. They Corollary 2.1: If 3 y >0, Ay = 0, then V 


are exclusive to each other if it is possible to GCNI,GCNz, 


complete one iteration with only one of them be Y(GCNt ) = ~ Yi = Y(GCNz)

p,E GCN, 

ing executed. ~ y".
p.E GCN,If two nodes (transition or place) are in 

The local concurrent set of PSPa" with re
tWO different PSPs, their structural relation

spect to PSPb,Cab LCN(PSPa,PSPb) = lPSP"
sh ip follows that of the two PSPs. If they are 

I PSp" = PSPaor PSp" II PSPa,PSp" N (notin the same PSp, then they are sequential to 
each other. From Lemma 2.1, it is easy to see concurrent to)PSPb !. Cba=LCN(PSPb,PSPa). 

that Lemma 2.2: V pi, pj E PSP, if pi -1pj , Cab is a maximal set of all those PSPs (in

then Yi> Yj. eluding PSPa) which are concurrent to each 

GCN, is a maximal set of all places that are other and not concurrent to PSPb• Cab = 
mutually concurrent to each other, i.e., GCN == {PSP1,PSP3! and Cba {PSP2,PSP4! in 

q I VrE GCN, r q or r II q f. GCNt is se- Fig. 6(a). Note that LCN(Pa,Pb)can be defined 

querztiallyearlier than GCNz, denoted as GCNI-1 in a similar way. 

GCIV2 , if VPI EGCNh either PI EGCNz or 3 pz The local exclusive set of PSPawith respect to 

E GCN2 , PI pz. GCNz is sequentially next PSPb,Xab == LEX(PSPa,PSPb) = 1Psp" I Psp" 

to GCNI, -denoted as GCNI-1 GCN2 , if V PI E PSPa or PSp" I PSPa,PSp" '} (not exclusive to) 

GCNt, either PI E GCN2 or (PI • ) • E GGNz• PSPbf. Xba = LEX(PSPb,PSPa). 

In the following, we present several prop

erties of GCN. In the initial marking Mo of any 

synthesized PN, only the home place ( s) of each 

entity has token(s), and the rest have none. By 

applying the T-condition to a set of transitions 

whose input places and output places are GCNI 

and GCN2 respectively, we have the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 2.3:Let M(GCN I) and M(GCN2 )de

note the current states of markings of GCN1 and 

GCN2, respe~tively. If M ( GCN2) is reachable 

from M( GCN l ) , PN is structurally bounded, 
Fig. 3. An example of a pure PP generation(PP.l rule). and GCN l GCN2 , then Y (GCN l ) Y 

Tbe PSP [P2 tg P5 tj P4] is a PP generation from P2 to P4. 
(GCl\l2) . 

This Lemma leads to the following corollary: 

~ 
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Xab is a maximal set of all those PSPs (in

cluding PSPa) which are exclusive to each other 

and not exclusive to PSPb • LEX(PSP 1, PSP2) 

= lPSPl,PSP3f and LEX(PSP2,PSP1) 

lPSP2,PSP4! in Fig. 5(a). 

3. THE SYNTHESIS R~LES 

Suppose that a PN models a set of processes or 

entities interacting with one another by sending and 

receiving messages. An entity is an active element 

(with a token in its home place) such~ that it can 

execute some tasks independent of other entities. 

Initially, each entity has a home place (or places) 

with tokens indicating it is ready to start. Each en

tity conduct.", a set of task", in serial (which can be 

considered as transitions), and then returns to the 

original ready state. Each state can be considered as 

a place. Executing a task is like firing a transition. 

At the completion of executing each task, the token 

leaves the original state( s) and enters the next state 

(s) by firing transitions. Thus, the token moves 

from the home place through consecutive places by 

firing a sequence of transitions. Eventually, the to

ken will return to the home place, forming a cycle 

as seen in Fig. 1. The process for this cycle is ,
termed a basic process. 

This basic process can be expanded through 

a series of path generations. Each path is a 

PSP. Pure Generation (PG) generates paths 

within a single PSP (Fig. 2). That is, a single 

process can be expanded by adding a set of 

PSPs. Interaction Generation (IG) generates 

paths between PSPs (Fig. 4). That is, paths 

(PSPs) are generated to interconnect a set of 

PSPs. Pure generation does not generate paths 

of interactions between PSPs. 

There are two ways to generate path", for both 

PC (pure generation) and IG (interactive genera

tion): TT rule and PP rule. The TT rule demands 

that paths be generated only between transitions, 

from the tg (termed the generation paint) to tj 

(termed the joint ). The PP rule demands that 

paths be generated only ~tvJ'een places, from a 

generation point pg to a joint Pi' The first and last . 

transitions (places) of a PP-path (TT-path) are also 
called tg ( ) and '4 ( P j ) respectively ( Fig. 3) . For 

entity 2 entity 1 

Fig.4(a) PSP [tl Pfi 12'] is generated between tl and 12'; tl II 12'. 

Tbe net b unbounded. 

entity 2 entity! 

Fig. 4(b). The TT·path rrom tl to 12' must be acc:ompaoed by the TT.path 
from a' to t4. 

Fig. 4. An example or interactive TT generation(Tf.3 rule), Slepl 

.J. 
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l'ilch of the TT and PP rules, there can be two 

kinds of generations: jOruJard and backward. 

If h ~pitg ---i t j) prior to the generation, then 

it i~ a forward PP (TT, e.g., (t1 P5 t3J in 

Fig. 2 (a) generation, otherwise it is a back

\'"ard PP (TT, e. g., (t3 P6 tlJ in Fig. 2(b» 

generation. PSPlPSPj) denotes the PSP which 

contains the generation point (joint). 

The IT and PP rules are formalized as fol

lows with examples illustrated in Section 4: 

TTCPP)Rule: 


l)Generate a new PSP from tg(Pg) to tj(pJ. 


2) TT.l (PP.l) If PSPg = PSPj , signal "a 


pure IT (PP) generation". 

3) IT.2 If tg- t j , signal "forming new circles" . 

If, without firing tj, there does not exist a 

firing sequence (J to fire t g' then insert a to

ken in a place of the new PSP. 

If PSPg = PSPj , return (the designer may st 

art a new generation) . 

4) TT. 3 If there was no path from tj to t g prior 

to this generation, then generate another new 

IT-path to synchronize t g and tj such that 

there is a path from tj to t g·. 

5) If t g II tj (pg I pj) or t g(pg) - tj (pj) or tj 

(PJ) - t g ( p g), there exists a path from t g to 

t i • If PSPg=1= PSPj , signal" an interactive 

TT (PP) generation". 

5.A)Both are not in a circle5 which was generat

ed using the PP rule. 

IT.4 or completeness rule 1 (PP. 2 or 

completeness rule 2) 

a)IT.4.1 (PP.2.1) Generate a TP-path 

from a transition t g(tk) of each PSPg in 

Xgj (new PSP) to a place Pk (pj of each 

PSPj in Cjg ) in the new PSP. 

b) TT.4 ..2 (PP.2.2) Generate a VP of 

PT-path from the place pj (a pg of each 

PSPgin Cgj ) to a transition t j ( tg) of each 

PSPj in X jg (new PSP) . 

5. B) IT.5 Both are in a cycle which was generated 

using the PP rule, then synchronize the two 

cycles such that the maximum difference of 

firing numbers in any firing sequence between 

any two transitions in both cycles is one. 

5. C) TT. 6 If only one is in a cycle, then signal 

"forbidden, delete the new PSP" and re

turn. 

6)IT.7 (PP.3) If tgl tj (pg II pJ, then signal 

"forbidden, delete the new PSP" and return. 

In the above rules, all texts in () are associated 

with PP rules. Note the partial dual relationship 

between the IT and the PP rule. 

Here we discuss physical meaning of inter

active generations. An interactive IT genera

tion models a concurrent interaction such as a 

message exchange. PSPg sends a token (or a 

message) to PSPj . Messages received by an en

tity must be properly handled. If a received 

message is not consumed by any process of the 

entity, theprotocolwillbeincomplete (RAM85J . 

J 
In other words, there are no non-decision-free places (i.e., with more than one input transition or output 
transition) in the circle. This condition is not required for the PP.2 rule. 
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Thus, each member in X jg must be able to re

ceive tokens. Similarly each member in 

must have the potential to send away tokens. 

This is the TT.4 rule. 

An interactive PP generation models an 

exclusive interaction such as context switching 

in a time-sharing system where processes share 

the CPU resource in a round-robin fashion. In 

terms of PNs, if only subsets of LCNs are con

sidered, without special measures, non-live 

transitions may appear. Thus when a PSPI 

switches to another PSP2, all the members of 

CKi must switch together and all the members 

of Cjg must be activated. 

•. EXAMPI.ES OF SYN11IESIZED PETRI 

NETS AND THEIR INVARIANTS 
The procedure for finding the P -invariants is' 


presented at the end of this section. 


Basic process: Fig. 1 shows a basic proces..<;, 


where Yi 5 for each place Pi. This meets the 


T -condi tion . 


Its incidence matrix is 

1 0 

01 
-1 1 0, 

A=I y=
0 -1 11 ' 
0 0 -lJ 

Clearly. Ay O. 

Pure TT Generation (TT.l): PSP P5 
t3) in Fig. 2 is a TT generation from tl to t3. 

VpiE PSP. assign y'; 2. Also Vp E the 

PSP (tl P2 t2 P3 t3) , decrement its y value 

I from 5 to 3. The incidence matrix is 

I 

I 

!, I 
U!------------",. 

1 o 0 1 


-1 1 0 0

• I , y I 

0 -1 1 
o 0 -1 1 

Again, A'y' = O. 

It is easy to see that if we always apply 

TT.l, the resulting net is a marked graph 

since VpEP, I • p I = 1. 
(TT .2) : Fig. 2 (b) shows a backward IT 

generation creating a cycle containing t g and tj 

a deadlock. Inserting a token in this cycle 

removes this deadlock. Assign y'o 2 for P6 
and 2 = y' 3 7 for P2 and pa . Again A'y' 0 

and the net is conservative. 

Pure PP Generation (PP. 1) : PSP (P2 tg P5 

tj P4 ) in Fig. 3 is a PP generation from P2 to 

P4. VPiE PSP, assign y'; 5. The incidence 

matrix is. 
1 0 0 

5 
-1 1 0 0... 5 
0 -1 1 0A':= I~ 

' y'= 5 
0 0 -1 o 

5 
-1 0 0 1 

j 
0 0 0 

Again, A'y' = 0 and the net is conservative. 

It is easy to see that if we always apply 

PP.l, the resulting net js a state machine 

since V t E T, I • t I = 1. If we apply both the 

TT. 1 and PP.l, the resulting net is a Fe 
since VpEP, Ip • I or· (p • ) := 1Pt· 
Interactive TT Generation (TT.3) : Fig. 4 

(a) shows an interactive TT generation from 

tl at entity 1 to t2' at entity 2. Firing t1 in en

tity 1 will deposit a token at place P6 which 

http:EXAMPI.ES
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can be removed only by firing t2' in entity 2. 

P6 can become unbounded by firing transitions 

1 an infinite number of times not 

any transition in entity 2. To remove 

this unboundedness problem, generate a TT

from t3' to t4 (Fig. 4(b» such that tl 

t2' are in a cycle with a token in Pl. Now 

transitions in entity 1 cannot fire an infinite 

of times without firing transitions in 

entity 2, thus they are synchronized and the 

unboundedness problem disappears. Note that 

the IT-path from t3' to t4, the net is 

not strongly connected (which means that 

there exists a directed path from every node to 

any another). Thus when a net is not strongly 

connected, the net may not be structurally 

bounded. 

Another way for demonstrating the un

boundedness is to show that 11 y' >0, A'y' 

in 

O. We will show that 11 > 0, A'y' = 0. 

case that 11 > 0, A'y' < °can be ar

gued in a similar way.) The fact of A'y' ° 
dictates that the y values of output places P2 

and P6 of tl be 3 and 2 respectively. All other 

y values in entity 1 must be adjusted to 3 to 

meet the T-condition. Also A'y'::r"= 0. This is 

an endless process for modifying the y values of 

output places of tl because Ay can never be ze

ro. Hence the PN in Fig. 4(a) is unbounded. 

Now consider the PN in Fig. 4(b) where• 
a second PSP is generated from t3' at entity 2 

to t4 at entity 1. Assign y' 7 2 for P7. A 'y' = 
oand the PN is bounded and conservative. 

Interactive IT Generation (IT. 4) :Fig. 5 

shows an interactive TT-generation from t2 

of entity 1 to t6' of entity 2. Xgj = 1PSP1, 

PSP31 and X jg = 1PSP2. PSP4!. 

The PN' is unbounded because if PSPl 

fires an infinite number of times to deposit infi

nite number of tokens in place P6 which can 

never be consumed, and P6 be(.'omes unbounded if 

entity 2 always fires PSP2 instead of PSP4. 

The VP from P6 to t3' (Fig. 5(b» will 

consume the tokens in P6, and therefore the 

PN is bounded. This unboundedness can also 

be seen by checking A'y'. Prior to the generation, 

__ i.\PII~ PI'~y=,

( I"2~Y=' 8~ 

! Il 15~--" ~~' ~'J 
'psp,t3 ' _,_ r-3 15' 1"2'~£,.;~'~;..6:J~ 

\ 

~.i\P 
~ 
~ 

d' 

)","-3, 

\ JT,tJ,J
~P4' 

t4' 

Ii 

P7 

eatlly I ••tll» 2 

Fig. 5. (a) PSPII PSP3, PSP21 PSP4. 

PSP [12 P6 16' lis generated from 12 10 16'. The nel ha. a deadlock. 

_ • ,Ply=, 

: ,. ~ 

psp,l{ ~ ~-'~ -+r9;', 

( 

• C'~~~Ir"i I 
P4 QY, t6. ;d-~;' i "1,.. 
t4 J, y.:J \ J iI~~--r- ,~ J..(IN' i 

[ /' '-..- ~.-9--~~) 

..~Iyl endly2 

Fig. 5(b) New path [IS P6] and [P6 t:l'l 

are generated 10 fillhe 'IT. 4 rule. 

Fig. 5. An example of an inleracting'IT generation, Slep 2 ('ITA rule) 
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all places in PSP2 and PSP4 have the same y 

values. After the generation, Y ( • t'6) is in

creased by the y value at place P6. This in

crease is propagated to P4' to increase the y 

value at P4'. The T-condition is violated at 

t3'. One can increase the y values at P3' and 

P2'. But then the T-condition is violated at 

tl'. If one adjusts the y value of PI', then one 

also has to adjust that of P4', which has been 

modified before. This becomes an endless pro

cess. Thus A'y'<O is no longer true here. 

Notice that P6· = lt6', t3' f, p~. = 

1t6' f and p~ • l P6 • . Thus if we do not ap

ply PP.2 during all synthesis steps, the result 

ing net is AC. 

Interactive PP Generation (PP.2) : Fig. 6 

(a) shows an interactive PP generation from 

P2 of PSPI to P2' of PSP2. Cgj = 1PSPl , 

PSP3 f and Cg = 1PSP2, PSP4 f . Note that if 

a token in PSPl diverts to PSP2, none of the 

transitions in PN is enabled, i. e. , the PSP is 

not live. 

Assign y'i = 3, V Pi E «new" PSP and 

still have A'y' = O. Therefore, even though 

the PP . 2 rule is not satisfied for the moment, 

the PN is bounded. To maintain liveness, the 

PP . 2 rule dictates that a path be connected 

from each PSP of these two LCNs to the new 

PSP as shown in Fig. 6(b). Note that (P2 tg) 

and (P5 tg) are VPs to ensure p. complete 

switching of tokens from Cgj to Cjg • Otherwise, 

tokens could be trapped in both LCNs and re

sults in a deadlock. V P E LCN (PSP1, 

PSP2) or LCN(PSP2, PSP1) , its y value is 

3. Assign y = 6 for P E «new" PSP. V t E 
(new" PSP, Y(· t) = Y(t·) which satisfies 

Fig. 6(a) PSPlll PSPJ, PSPZ II PSP4. 

PSP [PZ tg P6 0 PZ'] is generated rrom PZ to PZ'. 

The net hu • deadtodL 

I' 

y=3 }
n' P! 

12' 

Y=66P3' 
~ 

Fig. 6(b) New paths [PS tg] and [0 PS'] are generated to fit the PP.2 rule. 

« Fig. 6. An example or an interactive PP generatio~(PP.2 rule). 

the T-condition. Note that none of the old y 

values have been changed; therefore A'y' = 0 

and the net is conservative . 

The resulting net of PP. 2 application is 

none of the SM, MG, FC, EFC and AC as 

can be seen by expanding PSP3 from (tl P5 

t2) to (tlP5 ta Pa t2) . P5 • = ltg, taf and 

P2 • = 1tg, t2 f. None of them are a subset of 

each other. Thus our rules result in an OPN 

more general than the FC by Esparza & Silva 

(ESP 90) and Datta & Ghosh (DAT 84) . 

The above examples illustrate the assign

ment of P-invariants. Note that the assign

ment of y values are by no means unique. The 

following procedure provides one approach to 

the finding of P-invariants at each synthesis step. 
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:\ Procedure for Calculating The P-Invari

(lilts after Each New PSP Generation Within 

Thf Application ofA Rule 

Let c and c' be arbitrary constants. 


1) I [ the new PSP is a basic process, assign Yi 


c' to each place, where c' is an arbitrary 

constant. 

2)(New assignment rule) V PiE "new PSP" , 

For TT rule, assi!-;n y'; c. (b) For PP 

'!PI if the PSP is: b. I) a PP path and Pi #
P., Ph assign y'i yg; b.2) a VP from a 

p, to the t g , increment each Yi assigned in 

h.I) by ygof the pg; b.3) a TP path and 

P" assign y'i = Yi' Let S be a subpath of the 

PP path in b.I) with tk as its starting node, 

decrement the y value by y, for each place on S 

except its end node. 

3)(Propagation rule) For TT rule, the T-con

clition no longer holds at t g and tj. (a) Forward 

generation: Find two directed paths I and 2 

such that they intersect at only two transitions: t g 

and their common end transition. Path I con

tains the new PSP and path 2 contains t g and 

an output place of t g which is not on the new 

PSP. VPiE path 1 and Yi has not been updat

assign y'; = Yi + C (Increment rule) and 

VPJ E path 2, Pi not on the new PSP and Yj 

not been updated, assign y'J =YrC (Decre

ment 'rule). We call paths 1 and 2 a'; the in

crement and the decrement path respectively. 

If none of such Y/ become negative, stop, else 

apply the Positive rule such that y'j becomes 

positive. (b) Backward generation: Find a cir

de containing the new PSP. For each Pi in the 

circle and not in the new PSP, assign y'i = Yi + c. 

4) (Positive rule) Find a circle containing the 

place, increment all Yi in the loop by the same 

constant. The T -condition for all transitions 

in the loop remain.'; to be true. 

The time complexity is dominated by the 

application of the Propagation rule . To find 

paths 1 and 2 (which are in an undirected 

circle) containing the new PSP ,we construct a 

spanning tree (excluding the new PSP) with 

the generation point as the root node. Adding 

the new PSP to the spanning tree forms the 

undirected circle containing paths 1 and 2. The 

time complexity is O(e) where e is the num

ber of arcs in the PN. This spanning tree algo

rithm can also locate the circle to be found in 

the Positive rule. 

5.PRlOF OF ~S,OWSERVA-

llVENE'iS,OWSlSIFNCY, and SAF~S 

In this section, structural boundedness, 

consistency, conservativeness and safeness 

(when each home place holds one token) of 

synthesized PNs will be proved. Since the ap

plication of the Positive rule does not violate 

the T-condition at some transitions, to sim

plify the proofs of this section, we assume that 

all Yi are large enough that they never tum 

negative by the application of the Decrement 

rule. We also assume that prior to each gener

ation, the PN is structurally bounded. 

Theorem 5.1 :After a forward pure PP gener


ation pg to Pi of a synthesized PN, PN' is 


structurally bounded. 


Proof: Note that V t E T of PN, its • t and 


......... 
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t· remain unaffected, and the 
, 

T-condition 

remains true because 3 Y > 0, Ay < 0 in 

PN. The rest of the transitions in PN' are in 

the new PSP. Assign y values for each place in 

the new PSP such that V Pi , Pk E "the new 

PSP" if pi- Ph then YK y'i Y'k > Yi' 

The T-condition is satisfied V t E "new 

PSP". Hence, the PN' is structurally bounded 

according to Lemma 2.1. 

Note that if 3 y>o, Ay 0, then YK = 

Yi and y'i Y'k; hence 3 y' >0, A'y' = 0 af

ter a forward pure PP generation. 

Theorem 5.2: If 3 y >0, Ay 0 for a syn


thesized PN, then after a backward pure PP 


generation from PK to Pi' PN' is structurally 


bounded. 


Proof: Similar to the proof Theorem 5.1, 


V t E T of PN, the T-condition remains to 


be true. Prior-to the generation, pj- pg. As 


the- result of the backward generation, PK


Pi· Hence yg. Thus, yg Yi. Let 


y'; = YK' Pi E new PSP, and the T -condition is 


satisfied V t E "new PSP". Hence, PN' IS 


structurally bounded according to Lemma 2.1. 


Corollary 5.1:If 3y >0, Ay 0 for a syn


thesized PN, then after a pure PP generation, 


3 y'>O, A'y' o. 


Theorem 5.3: After a pure TT generation 


from tK to tj of a synthesized PN, PN' is 


structurally bounded. 


Proof:Case 1: Forward Generation: For all 


t E T, only t g and t j are affected, and the re


maining transitions retain the same • t and t • . 


, 	 Retain their y values and 
~ 

the T-condition re

mains satisfied. Assign an integer value of Yl to 

each place in the new path. Then reduce the y 

value of each place p E PN, where t g - P _ 

ti' by Yl. The T-condition is satisfied V t E 

T'. 

Case 2: Backward Generation:Assign a y', 

=c for PiE new PSP and y' y + c for V p 

E PN, where Ph-tj-P - tg;-the T-condi

tion is satisfied V t E T'. 

Note that the backward pure TT genera

tion causing PN' to be non-live (unless there 

are tokens in the cycle created) but not un

bounded. The above proof can be extended to 

claim the fol~ing: 

Corollary 5.2: If 3 y >0, Ay = 0 for a syn

thesized PN, then after a pure TT generation, 

3 y' >0, A'y' 0 

Lemma 5.1: V GCN1 , GCN2 of a structurally 

bounded entity, Yh ~ Yi ~ Yk. 
p,E GeN, p,E GCN, 

Proof: Because the home place Ph is - to 

GCNk , k 1, 2 of the entity, 

Yh> ~ Yi. 
I';E GeN, 

Further, there exists a directed path from any 

place in the GCN to Ph and that Ay<O; thus. 

L; Yi. 
I';E GCN, 

Combining the above two equations, 

Yh= Yi. 

Lemma 5.2: If 3y>0, Ay 0 and LCN(pl 

, P2) exists, then 

L; Yi ) Yk • 
I';E LCN(I'" p,) p.E P, 



r 
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Proof: 3 GCN1 such that LCN (Pl. P2) 

GeNI' and GCNr LCN ( PI • P2) + LCN ( 

P2' PI) denoted as GCN2• is also a GCN. 

If Av ::: 0, then 

" Yi ~. Yk 
p,E GCN, 

Yi + 2.; Yj
p,E GCN,- (p" p,) p,E LL'N ( PI' p,) 

Yi+ 
p;E GeN,. ( P" P,) p,E 

After eliminating the first terms in the above 

twO equations, we have 
')'
L.../ Yi 

p;E LCN(p" p,) I\E 

The following definition is useful for the 

proofs in the sequel. A GeN of a set X of PSPs 

is a maximal set of all places in X that are con

current to each other. 

Theorem 5.4: If 3 Y >0. Ay 0 for a syn


thesized PN, then after an interactive PP gen


eration between PSPl and PSP2, PN' is con


servative (hence also structurally bounded) and 


3/ >0, A'y' =0. 


Proof: Retain the y values for VP E PN, 


and the T-condition remains true. To conclude 


the proof, one has to show that the condition 


can be extended to the new PSPs (denoted as 


PS in ). 

Let GCN1 be a GCN of LCN ( PSPI , PSP2) , 

and GCN2 be a GCN of LCN ( PSP2 , PSP1 ) • 

From Lemma 5.2, Y(GCNI) Y(GCN2)' 

We can assign the y values V pEPSin 

such that for all GCN (denoted as GCNs ) in 

PS in , 

y'j::: ~ y\. 
I\E GeN, 

Thus, the y values in PS in also satisfy the 

T-condition. The equalities in all the above e

quations imply that A 'y' = O. By Theorem 30 

in (MUR 89J , the net is conservative. 

Lemma 5.3 (TT. 3 Rule): If there exists a 

TT-path interactively generated from one enti 

ty to the other entity, then there must exist a 

path joining the entity from another entity in 

order for the net to be structurally bounded. 

Proof: Assume the contrary. Then the decre

ment path and the increment path do not meet 

or intersect at a node (place or transition) . 

Hence both the decrement and the increment 

proces..c:;es to maintain the T-condition may 

never terminate. Hence the T-condition may 

not be satisfied, causing the net to be un

bounded. Formally, let GCN1 and GCN2 be 

two GeNs of entity 1 such that GCN1 -tg

GCN2. Let Pe.m on the new path (e.g., P6 in 

Fig. 4(a)) be the output place of tg , the· y val

ue for Pexo is greater than O. Hence, Yh Y 

(GCNI) > Y(GCN2) = Yh which is impossi

ble. When there is another path (new path2 ) 

from a transition t'g(e.g., t3') of entity 2 to a 

transition t 'j (t4) of entity 1, assign YPem the y 

value of the input place pm of t'j ( t4) on new 

path2. It is possible to find GCNs such that 

GCNI-tg-GCN2-t/-GCN,~. Y(GCNs) = 
Y(GCN2) + YPem = Yh. Thus the T-condition 

is satisfied. 

Theorem 5.5:AIter an interactive TT genera

tion between PSP1 and PSP2 of a synthesized 

PN, the PN' is structurally bounded and 3 Y' 

0, A'y'<O. 

Proof: To prove this theorem, we have to 

prove that the T-condition is true for all tran

sitions in the PN'. The y values of the PN 

~ 
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will be modified such that V t E PN, Y' ( • 

t) - ¥'(t • ) = Y(· t) Y(t·). For newly 

generated places, their y values will be as

signed such that Y' ( • t) Y' (t • ) for each 

new t. These actions will lead to A'y' < o. 
Also if Ay = 0, we have A'y' 0 (see Corol

lary 5.3 later. ) 

From Lemma 5.3, there exists a path II 

containing PSP1 and a path l2 containing 

PSP2 , and these two paths joining at a transi

tiontl' Apply the Propagation rule, V p be

tween tg and tlon l1' reduce its y value by yg. 

V p between t j and t t on l2' increase its y val

ue by yg. The..<)e two operations maintain the 

T-condition. Now at tt, the y value of one of 

its input places is decreased by yg and the y val

ue of another input place is increased by the 

same value. Retain the y values for the output 

places of tl and the T-condition remains true 

for tl. 

Since the y values are changed at places on 

l1 and lu one has to watch out for those paths 

that join II at a place Pbrl between t g and tt or 

join l2 at another place between tj and tl. 

For both II and l2' there are two kinds of these 

paths: branching into and branching out; 
the corresponding paths are termed lbin and lbctu 

respectively. The T-condition for the transi

tions adjacent to Pbr1 and Pbr2 on these two 

paths may no 

Branching Into: For t E • Pbr2 and t is on 

lbin, the y value of the output place of t has 

been increased by yg and the T-condition may 

not be true. This poses no problem since there 

will be a path (whose y values are all yg) also 

joining from PSPg to lbin, according to the 

TT .4.2 rule. 

Branching Out: For t E Pbr2· and t is on 

y value of the input place of t 

increased by yg and the T-condition remains 

true according to Lemma ?1·~ One can propa

gate this increase of yg from t • onward until 

one reaches a transition (on lbctu) from which a 

path connects to tt or another transition (on a 

llx.. of ll) which is exclusive to tt. In this ca~, 

the TT. 4 rule applies to an interactive IT 

generation from entity 2 to entity 1. 

Now, consider the p~ l1: Branching Into: 

For t E • Pbrl and t is on lbin, the y value of 

the output place of t decreases and the T-con
dition remains true according to Lemma 

2.1. One can propagate this decrease of yg from 

• t backward until a transition (on l1) or an

other transition (on a lbin of l2) which is exclu

sive to t g • 

Branching Out: For t E PhrI • and t is on 

lbctu' the y value of the input place of t has been 

decreased. To maintain the T-condition, we 

propagate the reduction of yg along lbctu until tt 

or another transition tt' which is on a llx'" of l2 

since tl plays the same role as tj in the TTA 

and the lbctu of II is exclusive to the process 

between Pbr1 and t t • 

For all other places, retain their y values 

and the T-condition remains true. Thus 

3y'>o, A'y'<=O. 

Corollary 5.3: If 3 y >O. Ay 0 for a syn

thesized PN, then after an interactive TT gen
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eration, 

:3/>0, A'y' O. 


Lemma 5.4: Vbasic process, 3 y > 0, Ay:::: 


O. 
Proof: This lemma comes from the fact that 

the only solution of 

Ay= ! 1<0, 
Yi+rYi 

I 
I 

j 
IS Yl Y2 = ya = ...... Yn that leads to Ay O. 

Theorem 5.6: Vsynthesized PN, 3 y > 0, 


Ay = 0 and the net is conservative. 


Proof: The theorem can be proved by induc


tion. The first generation is a basic process and 


oat this step according to Lemma 5.4. If 

Ay 0, any new generations will maintain 

A'y' = 0 according to Corollaries 5.1-5.3 and 

Theorem 5.4. The net is conservative by The

orem 30 in (MUR 89) . 

The above theorem can be used to prove 

the synthesized PN is consistent. The 

is based on Theorem 32 in (MUR 89) . 

Theorem 5.7: Vsynthe.o;;;ized PN, it is consis

tent. 

Proof: If we interchange transitions with 

and reverse the direction of all links, 

then a basic process is still a basic process; the 

TT rule becomes the PP rule and vice versa. 

Also the TT. 4 rule becomes the PP. 2 rule and 

vice versa. Thus the dual PN can also be syn

thesized from the rules. The resulting PN is 

the dual of the original one. The incidence ma

trix of a dual PN fu is equal to the transpose of 

the incidence matrix of the original net, i.e., 

fu= AT . 

Since the dual PN can be synthesized, 3 Yd > 
0, such that fu y 0 = ATYd which satisfies the 

consistency condition for the original PN. 

Hence the theorem is true. 

Another proof follows a similar process for 

the proof of structural boundedness. First, AT 

x = 0 for a basic process if all members of x 

have the same positive value. For TT genera

tions, do not change the x values of . every t E 
T'. For PP generations, reduce the existing x 

values for some t E T'. Following a similar 

procedure of assigning new and existing x val

ues to for conservativeness, one can main

tain that ATx 0 and the synthesized PN is 

consistent. 

Theorem 5.8: Vsynthesized OPN where the 

initial marking at each Iwme place is 1, it is 

safe. 

Proof: Assume contrary. By the definition of 

GCN, 3 a reachable marking such that Vp E 

GCN, M(p»1. Thus 

2..; M(Pk) Yk> Y(CCN) . 
I\EGCN 

By the definition of "conservative" and invari

ants, 

M(pk) Yk 2..; MO(Pk)Yk = L; Yk 
I\EP, I\EP, 
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Y(Ph ) = Y(GCN) 

where Ph is a set containing all the home 

places. The third equality comes from the fact 

that in the initial marking M o , the marking at 

each home place is exactly one, i. e. ,Mo(Ph) = 

1. 

The safeness of the PN comes from the 

fourth equality in the above equation. For if it 

is not safe, then exists apE GCN such 

that M(p) >1, and 

~ M(Pk) Yk> Y(GCN)
p,.EGCN 

which contradicts the equality mentioned earli

er in the proof. 

6.CONCLUSIONP 

We have used linear algebra. approach to 

prove that PNs synthesized with KT are struc

turally bounded, consistent, conservative and, 

when each home place holds only one token, 

safe. Examples were provided to show how to 

find the P-invariants for PNs synthesized with 

KT. Future work should be directed toward 

developing another proof of liveness based on 

theories available in the literature, and a proce

dure to find T invariants. Also we intend to 

extend the linear algebra approach to prove 

structural bounded ness of the synthesis rules 

for GPN [CRA 92b) and find their invariants. 

Further, we develop a procedure to find 

minimum supports where some Yi = 0 . 
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